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Lego 70424 hidden side train express toy

© 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates you are now: Home Webshop All above a ghostly reality ghost-hunting reality player! Diving the ultimate augmented-reality child play experience with this exciting LEGO Hide Side 70424 Ghost Tren Express playset. This awisome game combines a LEGO model built with an augmented reality app to deliver a completely interactive
player experience. Download the hidden app and scan the template and a phone to make it come – interacting with the template to make things happen in the app. And with ongoing updates, a boss of unique bosen in battle at each set, new mysteries are solved, fresh items are found, games are played and ghostly to collect, this LEGO Hidden Side set gives kids a whole new
way to play and interact with LEGO bricks! This awisome rail playset features fresh, high-tech, ghostly-affirming details of inspiring hours of playing fantasies. And with 5 minifigures, including hero Jack and Parker, there are a lot of play-starters so the action can start right away. - Download the LEGO hidden side app and point your phone into the Ghost Train Expression to make
this train set for live kids. Move the phone around to discover an ever-changing setting hidden around the template. - This augmented reality includes 5 figures: Jack Davids and a smartphone with minifigured girl Parker L. Jackson and a smartphone, engineering technology J.B.B, silver ticket Ms Santos, and friendly passenger Chuck. - This tren has many play-starting features,
such as ghostly wings that fold out with the flip of a levers, a room to pretend to remove the ghosts haunted Mr. Santos, and a 'two-haunted cannon to help defeat the ghostly and return the old rail station to normal. - Set in the fictional city of Newbury, where ghostly humans and buildings, LEGO Rumble South™ playsets allow children to play out exciting hunting-hunting
adventures that combine lego physical models with fully-interactive reality. - Build and play and put in physical buildings and then bring it to life as you as communicate with the set while looking at it in the AR app. – Using the hidden LEGO app is like looking through a window into a fresh and spooky Rumble side filled with mystery challenges to solve, fhost to defeat and unique
boss in twisted, like the barking, overcome in each set. - To get the reality experience to full leverage, a tablet or mobile phone is required, but not included. Compatible with selected iOS and Android devices. Check compatibility in www.LEGO.com/devicecheck. Children must ask permission before they go online. - Tren Fhost with station measuring about 5 (14cm) high, 5 (15cm)
wide and 24 (61cm) long air haunted. $19,204 | Rating: €84.99 Estimated Price. Cashier will be in EUR€ 72,24 DKK 537, -* CIRCLE 732,- *£64,28* CHF 78,11* 326,91% zł * -15% Online Availability Status 7 in Stock Order Now, getting it on Monday with DHL Express Shipping and handling costs is an estimate. As soon as your shipping address is known, real costs will be
displayed. We work closely with PostNL and DHL Express and ship in many countries! For more information, please visit the Shipment page. Shop Gorinchem Not in Stock All Above a Reality Hunt to Augmented Reality Players! Diving the ultimate augmented-reality child play experience with this exciting LEGO Hide Side 70424 Ghost Tren Express playset. This awisome game
combines a LEGO model built with an augmented reality app to deliver a completely interactive player experience. Download the hidden app and scan the template and a phone to make it come – interacting with the template to make things happen in the app. And with ongoing updates, a boss of unique bosen in battle at each set, new mysteries are solved, fresh items are found,
games are played and ghostly to collect, this LEGO Hidden Side set gives kids a whole new way to play and interact with LEGO bricks! This awisome rail playset features fresh, high-tech, ghostly-affirming details of inspiring hours of playing fantasies. And with 5 minifigures, including hero Jack and Parker, there are a lot of play-starters so the action can start right away. Download
the Hidden LeGO Side app and point your phone to the Express Tren Ghosts to make this train set for kids coming alive. Move the phone around to discover an ever-changing setting hidden around the template. This augmented reality includes 5 figures: Jack Davids and a smartphone with minifigured girl Parker L. Jackson and a smartphone, engineering technology J.B.B., ticket
agent Ms Santos, and friendly passenger Chuck. This train has plenty of play-starting features, such as ghostly wings that fold out with the flip of a levers, a room to pretend to remove the ghosts haunted Mr. Santos, and a 'two-haunted cannon to help defeat the ghostly and return the old rail station to normal. Set in the fictional town of Newbury, where ghostly people and
buildings, LEGO Rumble South™ plays letting children play exciting hunting adventures that combine LEGO's physical models with fully interactive reality. Build and play with set of physical buildings and then bring it to life as you as communicate with the set while viewing it in the AR app. Using the LEGO Rumble Side app is like looking through a window into a fresh and spooky
Hidden Side filled with mystery challenges to solve, the fhost defeat and unique boss of twist, like the barking, overcome in each set. To get the reality experience to full leverage, a tablet or mobile phone is required, but not included. Compatible with selected iOS and Android devices. Check compatibility in www.LEGO.com/devicecheck. Children must ask permission before they
go online. Ghost Train with stations measuring more than 5 (14cm) high, 5 (15cm) wide and 24 (61cm) long air haunted. Read more Read less not suited for children younger than 3 yearsCategorySetsThemeLEGO Hidden SideBrandLEGOPrimaly adapter forBoyEAN/ISBN5702016367195Released in2019Age tipSFrom 8 yearWeight1300 gramsDimansions x 37.8 x 7.1 cmAmount
in the minifigurs6 Minifigurs6 List Best #9 in LEGO Hidden Average Rating: 7 Review Review by: Kelly Coene Date: 07 January 2021 Review by: Kelly Coene Date: 07 January 2021 Review by: R. Clement Date: December 20, 2020 Review by: Cindy Van Nuffel Date: 12 December 2 2020 Review by: Cindy Van Nuffel Date: 12 December 2020 Review by: Rob Kappert Date: 27
September 2019 Review by: Eva Vermeire Date: 21 September 2019 Words Review by: Dick Tol Date: 09 August 2019 Review by: JDschan Date: 31 July 2019 Review by: JDschan Date: 31 July 2019 Tip! Order a GIFT BRICKshop Always in stock with always a smile on the receiver's face. We have gifts of €5. Watch them all here. ©2020 Walmart Stores, Inc. Immerse the
ultimate child augmented-reality experience with this interesting LEGO® Hide Side™ 70424 Ghost Railway Playset Express. This awisome game combines a LEGO model built with an augmented reality app to deliver a completely interactive player experience. Download the hidden app and scan the template and a phone to make it come – interacting with the template to make
things happen in the app. And with ongoing updates, a boss of unique bosen in battle at each set, new mysteries are solved, fresh items are found, games are played and ghostly to collect, this LEGO Hidden Side set gives kids a whole new way to play and interact with LEGO bricks! This awisome rail playset features fresh, high-tech, ghostly-affirming details of inspiring hours of
playing fantasies. And with 5 minifigures, including hero Jack and Parker, there are a lot of play-starters so the action can start right away. This LeGO® Hidden Side™ toy train combines the creative open play of lego building players with an app for an amazing one or augmented-reality multiplayer (AR) player experience. Ideal for children ages 8 and raised. Download the LEGO®
Hide Side™ app and your phone point to the Express in Tren Ghosts to do this set tracks for live kids. Move the phone around to discover an ever-changing setting hidden around the template. This augmented reality includes 5 figures: Jack Davids and a smartphone with minifigure girl Parker L. Jackson and a smartphone, engineering technology J.B.B., ticket agent Ms Santos,
and ticket guy Chuck. This train has plenty of play-starting features, such as ghostly wings that fold-out and the flip into a levers, a room to pretend to remove the ghosts haunted Mr. Santos, and a 'two-haunted cannon to help defeat the ghostly and return the old rail station to normal. Set in the fictional city of Newbury, where the ghostly and building, LEGO® Rumble Side™ plays
let children play exciting hunting adventures that combine LEGO's physical models with fully interactive reality. Build and play and put in physical buildings and then bring it to life as you as communicate with the set while looking at it in the AR app. Using LEGO® Hide Kiss™ the app is like looking through a window in a cool and Rumble Side is filled with mystery challenges
solved, fhost to defeat and unique boss massacres, like The Barking, overcome in each together. To get the reality experience to full leverage, a tablet or mobile phone is required, but not included. Compatible with selected iOS and Android devices. Check compatibility in www.LEGO.com/devicecheck. Children must ask permission before they go online. Ghost Train with stations
measuring more than 5 (14cm) high, 5 (15cm) wide and 24 (61cm) long air haunted. ante.
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